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UNIVERSAL SURGERY PROBLEMS WITH TRIVIAL LAGRANGIAN
MICHAEL FREEDMAN AND VYACHESLAV KRUSHKAL∗
ABSTRACT. We study the effect of Nielsen moves and their geometric counterparts, han-
dle slides, on good boundary links. A collection of links, universal for 4-dimensional
surgery, is shown to admit Seifert surfaces with trivial Lagrangian. They are good bound-
ary links [F82b], with Seifert matrices of a more general form than in known constructions
of slice links. We show that a certain more restrictive condition on Seifert matrices is suf-
ficient for proving the links are slice. We also give a correction of a Kirby calculus identity
in [FK2], useful for constructing surgery kernels associated to link-slice problems.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper concerns the 4-dimensional topological surgery conjecture, which is known
to hold in the simply-connected case [F82a] and more generally for a class of “good”
fundamental groups. Its validity for arbitrary fundamental groups remains a central open
problem.
Universal surgery models may be formulated in terms of the free-slice problem for a collec-
tion of links in S3 . (A link is freely slice if the fundamental group of the slice complement
in the 4-ball is free, generated by meridians.) To describe the connection between surgery
and link slicing problems in more detail, recall that a k-component link L is a boundary
link if the components bound disjoint Seifert surfaces, or equivalently, there is a homomor-
phism to the free group, φ : pi1(S
3\L)։ Freek , taking meridians to free generators. L is
a good boundary link [F82b] if ker(φ) is perfect for some φ as above. Good boundary
links are known [F82b] to admit unobstructed surgery problems for constructing a slice
complement.
A stronger condition [F93] is that in some symplectic basis {a1, . . . ,ag,b1, . . . ,bg} of sim-
ple closed curves for some choice of Seifert surfaces S , the Seifert form is a direct sum of
blocks of the form
(1.1)
ai bi
ai 0 ±1
bi 0 0
.
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For example, when L has vanishing linking numbers, the Whitehead double of L (with
clasps of either sign) is of this type. Nielsen moves on Freek have no effect on the good
boundary property of a link. On the other hand, condition (1.1) and other more subtle, non-
abelian, invariants of curves on S are not “gauge invariant” under band sums of Seifert
surfaces, corresponding to Nielsen moves. In Theorem 2.1 we show that geometric op-
erations corresponding to Nielsen moves allow for a construction of links, universal for
surgery, which admit Seifert surfaces with a “trivial Lagrangian”, see details below and in
section 2.
Next we describe our results in more detail. In [FK1] a new class of universal surgery
problems was produced where the surgery kernel is carried by an appropriately thickened
2-complex which appears closer to what is known to be sufficient to solve topological
surgery problems. In icons, the progress is the middle picture in figure 1.
(1a) old universal problems (1b) new universal problems (1c) sufficient
FIGURE 1.
N.B. The icons ignore multiplicity of genus and double points which may make a real
difference, e.g. the low multiplicity example pictured in Figure 1b is actually in the ”suffi-
cient” category, but its higher multiplicity cousins are not known to be.
In terms of the free link-slice problem, the three stages may be summarized as the problem
of slicing corresponding composite links, cf. [FK1, Section 3]:
(2a) Wh◦P◦Bing◦P◦Hopf, (2b)Wh◦P◦Bing◦P◦WhL, (2c) Wh◦P◦Wh◦P◦Hopf,
where
Hopf = , WhL = , Bing = , Wh = ,
with either clasp in WhL and Wh. P denotes parallel copies, which allows for multiplic-
ities. General representatives of universal links of types 2a/2b are Whitehead doubles of
homotopically essential links; as such they have usual genus one Seifert surfaces S (cf.
figures 3, 4). With this choice of Seifert surfaces, it is not difficult to see that any col-
lection of simple closed curves, representing a Lagrangian subspace of H1(S;Z) , forms a
homotopically essential link.
Motivated, in part, by [CKP] and the two questions raised in [CKP, Section 7], we have
found that all the universal surgery links of type 2b, after a suitable change of basis (cor-
responding to Nielsen moves on the free group) are “good boundary links with a trivial
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Lagrangian” or “Lagrangian-trivial” for short. This is notable in light of the main theo-
rem of [CKP] which shows that all links with the slightly stronger property ”Lagrangian-
trivial+” are freely slice. All that stands in the way of a completely general topological
surgery theorem, with only the high dimensional Wall obstruction, is the gap between
Lagrangian-trivial and Lagrangian-trivial+ .
This gap could be real and the whole story (which we now suspect), or there may be some
procedure consisting of Nielsen moves and clever choices of Seifert surfaces which allow
a Lagrangian-trivial link to be promoted to a Lagrangian-trivial+ link. Both possibilities
will certainly be the subject of assiduous study.
In Section 2 we produce, in a simplified context, the Lagrangian-trivial link associated
with cases 1b/2b. The simplification is that we actually exhibit the Nielsen moves from
Wh◦ P◦Wh to a Lagrangian-trivial link. Skipping intermediate composition P◦Bing in
2b is legitimate, as it corresponds to simply contracting the surface stages, see figure 2
(compare with Figure 3.3 in [FK1]). Free slicing the simplified link would imply a free
slicing of case 2b. The 3-manifold that we actually analyze, the zero framed surgery
S 0(Wh◦ P◦WhL) , is the boundary of a 4-manifold with spine of the schematic form:
(with higher multiplicities allowed)
FIGURE 2.
Section 2.2 states a condition on good boundary links, sufficient for solving the free-slice
problem. It is of interest because the Seifert form is more general than that in (1.1); specif-
ically non-trivial linking of ai,a j is allowed for i 6= j . In Section 3 we correct an error in
our Kirby calculus, relevant to building slice complements [FK2, Section 5.2], pointed out
to us by the authors of [CKP].
2. MAIN RESULTS
Given a link L with Seifert form, in some symplectic basis {a1, . . . ,ag,b1, . . . ,bg} of sim-
ple closed curves on Seifert surfaces S , a direct sum of blocks of the form
(2.1)
ai bi
ai 0 ±1
bi 0 0
,
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there is a Lagrangian ( 1
2
dimensional) subspace of H1(S;Z) , for example the subspace
spanned by {b1, . . . ,bg} , on which linking and self-linking vanish. An even stronger con-
dition Lagrangian-trivial is that the Lagrangian subspace is spanned by (0-framed) dis-
joint simple closed curves b1, . . . ,bg which constitute a homotopically trivial link (i.e. all
Milnor’s µ -invariants with non-repeating indices vanish). Finally, the strongest condition
considered here is Lagrangian-trivial+ which requires that the 2g long list of (g+ 1)-
component links are each homotopically trivial. They are:
{b′1∪· · ·∪b
′
g}∪ai ∀i 1≤ i≤ g, and
{b′1∪· · ·∪b
′
g}∪bi ∀i 1≤ i≤ g,
where b′i is a push-off copy of bi , having a trivial linking number with ai . According to
[CKP], links that admit a good boundary basis {ai,bi} as above, satisfying the Lagrangian-
trivial+ condition, are freely slice. (Meridians in pi1(S
3\L) map to free generators of pi1
of some topologically flat slice components.) We refer the reader to [FK1] for a detailed
discussion of the background material, including the notion of universal surgery problems,
and Milnor’s µ¯ -invariants. In this section we prove:
Theorem 2.1. The universal links of the form Wh◦P◦WhL are Lagrangian-trivial.
P denotes any number of parallel copies taken on each side. In our discussion we treat in
detail (and draw diagrams) only for the case of P = 2 (on both components), which we
write as P2,2 . This is the first interesting case since this 4-component link is not homotopi-
cally trivial so the natural Seifert surfaces do not exhibit Lagrangian-triviality. We achieve
the Lagrangian-trivial property by a simpleNielsen move on each side. We write theWhite-
head link WhL= L1∪L2 . Then with parallels P2,2◦WhL=L
0
1∪L
1
1∪L
0
2∪L
1
2 . The Nielsen
moves are two handle slides which replace P2,2 ◦Wh with a 0-framed-surgery-equivalent
link containing band-sums:
(P◦WhL)′ := L01 ∪ L
0
1#bandL
1
1 ∪ L
0
2 ∪ L
0
2#bandL
1
2
This is the case we draw, but if instead Pk,j ◦WhL= L
0
1 ∪· · ·∪ L
k
1 ∪ L
0
2 ∪· · ·∪ L
j
2 , set
(P◦WhL)′ = L10 ∪ L
0
1#bandL
1
1 ∪· · ·∪ L
0
1#bandL
k
1#L
0
2 ∪ L
0
2#bandL
1
2 ∪· · ·∪ L
0
2#bandL
j
2.
Before we start drawing pictures there is a small subtlety of double point signs to discuss.
On the link level + vs − double points yield opposite clasps, figure 3.
− ≡ + ≡
w− w+
FIGURE 3.
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In each case (+ or −) there are two pictures we draw (from Seifert’s algorithm) for the
Seifert surface S
up
− or S
down
− (resp. S
up
+ or S
down
+ ) bounding w−(w+) . To make S
up (down)
± ,
plumb a ± twisted band above (below) with an annulus located in the (x,y) plane.
S
up
− and S
down
− are pictured in figures 4a and 4b, respectively, with 4c an intermediate pic-
ture which is isotopic to both, showing S
up
± , S
down
± are isotopic rel boundary; the apparent
up/down choice for the band being merely a matter of basis choice in H1(S;Z) . The reason
for distinguishing isotopic Seifert surfaces is that it will help us locate the correct band sum
choices in the above expressions.
S
up
−
a b
c
Sdown−
FIGURE 4.
Now let us draw Wh◦P2,2 ◦WhL. For clarity, we only draw the details of the link L =
Wh◦P2,2 ◦WhL on the left side; we have also drawn Seifert surfaces for the final White-
head doubles on the left and they should also be imagined on the right. A convention will
help us get the Nielsen moves/band sums right. On each side we label one of the parallels
L01 (or L
0
2 ). In Figure 5, L
0
1 is pictured as having a negative clasp, and a “down” Seifert
surface, but all that matters is that if Li0 has the opposite sign clasp from that of L
0
0 , it
should have the opposite kind (up vs. down) Seifert surface and if clasp sign is the same,
then the same type of Seifert surface. These are cases 1 and 2 of Figure 5.
Now the passage to Figure 6 post-composes the map pi1(S
3−L)։ Free with a Nielsen
move, or more geometrically takes a parallel of L01 and bands it to L
1
1 , and on the level of
Seifert surfaces bands a copy of the Seifert surface for L01 to the Seifert surface for L
1
1 .
In Figure 7 we have redrawn the genus 2 Seifert surfaces to display more symmetry and
indicated a 3-component Lagrangian. The Lagrangian is for clarity displayed separately
below in Figure 7. Observe that two of the three components simply melt away, being
2-component 0-framed unlinks in the ambient solid torus, complementary to the vertical
circle in Figure 6.
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up
+
down
−
L01
L11
L01
L11
down
−
down
−
L2 L2
Wh◦P2
apply
Wh◦P2
apply
or
Case 1 Case 2
FIGURE 5.
apply
apply
L01#bandL
1
1
L01#bandL
1
1
Wh◦P2 ◦Wh
Wh◦P2 ◦Wh
or
⊛ ⊛
FIGURE 6. Band-sum of Seifert surfaces corresponding to a Nielsen move.
Lagrangian triviality+ is foiled by linking marked with ⊛ .
Now do precisely the same Nielsen move/band sum in a solid torus neighborhood of L2 to
obtain the same 3-component Lagrangian on the right side. Combining the two sides, we
see a 6-component Lagrangian for Wh◦P2,2 ◦WhL of the form in Figure 8.
The sign of the indicated clasp is the sign of the clasp of WhL in Wh◦P2,2 ◦WhL. The
outer Whitehead doublings have no influence on the ultimate Lagrangian link. The link in
Figure 8 is easily seen to be homotopically trivial, proving that Wh◦P2,2◦Wh is Lagrangian-
trivial. The linking labeled ⊛ in Figure 6 implies that these Seifert surfaces do not exhibit
Lagrangian triviality+ .
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⋆
FIGURE 7. In both cases ⋆ shows a Lagrangian consisting of three 0-
framed components. The top two components are trivial in the solid torus,
complementary of the vertical circle in Figure 6.
As noted above, the general case Wh◦Pk, j ◦Wh is analogous. In this case Figure 8 be-
comes a Whitehead link with 2(k+ j) additional unlinked unknotted components. 
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FIGURE 8. The 6-component Lagrangian.
2.2. Slice links. It is shown in [CKP] that links admitting a good boundary basis (the
Seifert matrix is a direct sum of the form (2.1)), satisfying the Lagrangian-trivial+ condi-
tion, are freely slice. The trivial Lagrangian, constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1, is
not trivial+ because of the linking indicated by the symbol ⊛ in figure 6. In particular, the
Seifert matrix has additional non-zero entries, corresponding to linking of ai,b j for i 6= j .
In this section we show that the result of [CKP] extends to the setting of non-trivial linking
numbers lk(ai,a j) , i 6= j . An example of this type is shown in figure 9. The Seifert sur-
faces are obtained by plumbing untwisted bands, thickening the Whitehead link, and ±1
twisted bands which link as indicated in the figure. This link L is akin to the Whitehead
double of the Whitehead link, except that the twisted bands link. L is Lagrangian-trivial+
since all four links used in the verification of this condition are homotopy-trivial, being the
Whitehead link with a parallel copy of one of its components.
a1 b1 a2 b2
a1 0 ±1 ⋆ 0
b1 0 0 0 0
a2 ⋆ 0 0 ±1
b2 0 0 0 0
L
FIGURE 9. An example of a link and the corresponding Seifert matrix.
Here b1,b2 are the cores of the untwisted bands, thickening the Whitehead
link. a1,a2 are the (1,1) curves in the indicated genus 1 Seifert surfaces.
For the pictured link, the entries labeled ⋆ in the matrix are ±1.
Specifically, we show: Suppose the components of a link L have disjoint Seifert surfaces
with a symplectic basis {a1, . . . ,ag,b1, . . . ,bg} of simple closed curves, which is trivial
+
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as defined in the beginning of section 2. Suppose also that the Seifert matrix in this basis
has diagonal blocks of the form (2.1), and the off-diagonal entries of the form lk(ai,b j) ,
i 6= j and lk(bi,b j) , i 6= j are all zero. Then L is freely slice.
To prove this statement, we summarize the argument in the case where the Seifert matrix
is a direct sum of the blocks (2.1) (see [CKP] for details), and indicate how to complete
the proof when the linking numbers lk(ai,a j), i 6= j are not necessarily zero. Consider
the 4-manifold W , obtained by attaching round 1-handles to D4 along b+i and b
−
i , and
zero-framed 2-handles along ai , for each i . Here b
+
i , b
−
i are +,− push-offs of bi in the
normal direction to the Seifert surface. The boundary of W is diffeomorphic to S 0(L) ,
the zero-framed surgery on L [F93]. The surgery kernel is represented by hyperbolic pairs
(torus, sphere), where the tori are formed by cores of the round 1-handles and annuli
bounded by b+i and b
−
i in S
3 , and the spheres Ai are formed by cores of the zero-framed
2-handles, capped off by null-homotopies of the curves {ai} in D
4 . As in [CKP] (building
on earlier work [FT]), the trivial+ condition is used to construct a collection of singular
disks in D4 , bounded by {ai,b
+
i ,b
−
i } , such that the entire collection of 2-spheres K :=
∪gi=1(Ai ∪Bi) is pi1 -null. Here {Bi} are obtained by capping off the cores of the round
handles by disks bounded by b+i ,b
−
i . When linking numbers lk(ai,a j), i 6= j are non-zero,
the spheres Ai,A j have non-trivial algebraic intersections. Use Norman’s moves on these
spheres (tubing Ai into a parallel copy of B j ) to achieve trivial algebraic intersections of
Ai,A j . The 2-complex K is pi1 -null, so the Norman move, taking place in a neighborhood
of K , preserves the pi1 -null condition. Now the proof is completed by [FQ, Theorem 6.1],
producing embedded spheres to complete surgery. 
3. CORRECTION
A useful tool for constructing surgery kernels associated to link-slice problems is an iden-
tity describing zero framed surgery S 0(L) on a good boundary link L as the result of
plumbed Lagrangian surgeries and additional twist surgeries. In [FK2, Lemma 5.8] we
published a version of this identity which erroneously lacked the ±1 twist surgeries. We
would like to thank the authors of [CKP] for calling this to our attention, and here we
publish the correct identity. First the genus 2 case.
Claim 1. The two sides of Figure 10 are surgery diagrams which represent diffeomorphic
3-manifolds, the diffeomorphism being the identity on the boundary of the solid genus 2
handelbody containing the two diagrams.
Proof. Canceling the plumbed pair yields Figure 11 (a); the rest of the calculation is given
in Figure 11. 
Claim 2. By the same argument in genus = 2n there is an identity in figure 12.
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−1
0
0
clasp sign +1 drawn
∼=
∂
FIGURE 10. Shaded tubes are removed from the balls, creating genus. An
analogous result holds for clasp sign −1.
−1
(a)
(b)
(c)
blow down −1
(twist right)
isotopy
FIGURE 11. Proof of Claim 1.
Recall in the proof of [FK2, Lemma 5.8] we had localized the calculation to genus 2-
handlebody pictured in Figure 11a (but with the ±1 framed simple closed curve missing).
The dotted simple closed curve in Figure 11c bounds an obvious genus one Seifert surface
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−1 −1
0
0
0
0
∼= ∂
FIGURE 12.
in the handlebody. Note that the dotted curve becomes the Whitehead double bounding
this genus one Seifert surface within a solid torus obtained from the original handlebody
by attaching a 3-dimensional 2-handle to the equator of Figure 11c. This 2-handle, if
present, is equivalent to the two unlinked Lagrangian curves xi and yi (see [FK2]) being
parallel, in which case the generalized double is, in fact, an ordinary Whitehead double.
We illustrate this in Figure 13.
(b)
(c) Whitehead link
(a)
2-handle
FIGURE 13.
Note that in this case of an honest Whitehead double the ±1 framed simple closed curve
“slips off” and does not affect the calculation. This is why it was overlooked in [FK2].
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Our correction applied to Lemmas 5.8 and 5.10 of [FK2] says that the 4-manifolds which
are constructed there are not (unobstructed) surgery problems for the original generalized
Whitehead double link GWD⊂ S3 , but rather for a related link in some integral homology
sphere Σ3 which is the result of the (overlooked) ±1 framed simple closed curves.
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